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“He’s also intense.” 

” If he wasn’t a member of the ring, my name would be upside-down. It should have been 

intentionally set up by the ring.” 

” Exactly how can a regular spectator be as powerful as him?” 

Voices from within the audience appeared. Just Manfred as well as Johann recognized that 

Samuel was not involved with the ring at all. There were no words that might be used to 

explain Samuel in their minds. 

” Do not tell me he’s planning on battling the entire field on his very own?” Manfred said 

with a bitter smile. 

Johann wiped the anxiety on his forehead and claimed, “It’s feasible, but Ye Fei has so many 

masters. Can he actually stop them?” 

 

These two fighters don’t even have a chance to battle back. Manfred claimed in 

complication. If he was so abundant, if he was so powerful, he certainly wouldn’t be ready to 

be ridden on his head by others. 

Was it actually just because of a lady? 

The team member’s face was incredibly ugly. It seemed that he might just allow the 

toughest boxer in the field turn up. He needs to not allow the boxing location lose face 

today. 

 

” Do you intend to proceed?” asked the personnel. 

” If it’s all this garbage, then there’s no need to waste time,” Samuel stated. 

” Do not worry, I will most definitely ask the most effective individuals to appear. I won’t let 

you down.” The staff member gritted his teeth and returned to the boxer’s lounge. 



When those fighters knew that they had lost once more, they were likewise extremely 

stunned. Exactly how could a normal audience be so powerful? 

The staff walked up to a seriously marked fighter and also stated in a low voice, “Saber 

Twelve, it’s your turn.” 

” I’m not in today’s competitors.” Saber Twelve elevated his head, as well as there was a scar 

throughout his entire face, looking especially vicious. His name was really well-known in the 

boxing stadium. He was one of the most effective masters and also had lots of followers. 

Besides, he was ruthless, and also there would certainly be bloodshed in nearly every suit. 

Few individuals were eager to be his challenger. 

He practiced boxing for money. He really did not care whether the boxing place would 

certainly lose face because of this issue. 

The team said coldly, “You help the ring. Currently the ring remains in problem. If you do 

not show up, don’t criticize me for informing Bro Fei.” 

” Even if Ye Fei is in front of me, he needs to offer the money,” Saber Twelve said. 

The employee gritted his teeth. If he were to report such a small issue to Ye Fei, Ye Fei 

would absolutely treat him as trash that was incompetent. If Ye Fei criticized him, the 

consequences were not something he can bear. 

” Well, I’ll take it as an additional competitors, and also I’ll offer you the money.” 

Saber Twelve stood and left of the lounge. 

When Saber Twelve showed up in the ring, the target market was surprised. No one had 

actually anticipated that the boxing venue would certainly allow Saber Twelve appear. 

On the day of job, due to the fact that there were few viewers, Saber Twelve would certainly 

not join any kind of competitors. Even if it was a weekend holiday, it was lucky for them to 

see Saber Twelve’s suit. 

” It’s Saber Twelve that made his move.” 

” This is not a big day, and also there are few spectators. Just how could the boxing venue 

make such a plan?” 



” Could it be that he or she was not organized by the boxing venue?” 

” If he’s not from the boxing field, he’ll remain in trouble if Saber Twelve appears. Last time, 

Saber Twelve’s challenger’s two hands were broken. I heard that he’s still in the medical 

facility.” 

” I really did not anticipate to see such a terrific show today. It’s worth it.” 

Every person in the audience scrubed their hands excitedly, looking forward to it. 

After listening to the words of those individuals, Manfred and Johann’s expressions 

transformed significant. 

 


